
● The most important information here was the facts about what she runs and what
she oversees in her job. I picked this source from the Eagles website so I feel like if I
were to interview someone from the Eagles, getting information from their own
website seems like a good way to start. The only is that I do not know if this is
everything or if there is some more information that would be helpful somewhere
else.

Philadelphia Eagles. “Philadelphia Eagles.” Jen Kavanagh , Philadelphia Eagles,
www.philadelphiaeagles.com/team/front-office/jen-kavanagh.

● This just provides an overview of Jen Kavanagh. She is one of the people I would
love to interview for my project so I molded my interview questions based on the
information here. It goes over her prior work experience as well as some of her more
personal background like where she went to school, where she lives now, etc. The
most important information here was the facts about what she runs and what she
oversees in her job. I picked this source from the Eagles website so I feel like if I
were to interview someone from the Eagles, getting information from their own
website seems like a good way to start. The only is that I do not know if this is
everything or if there is some more information that would be helpful somewhere
else.

Shure, Joshua. “Hiring More Women in NFL among Issues Discussed by League at
Phoenix Meetings.” Bizjournals.com, 30 Mar. 2019,
www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/news/2019/03/30/hiring-more-women-in-nfl-among-
issues-discussed-by.html.

● From an article from Phoenix, talks about hiring more females within their
organization; on and off the field. It goes and talks about how their former coach
went to another team and hired female coaches for his staff. The chairman of the
Bears talked about how the Rooney Rule and how we need to protect it so we are
able to give more women more chances in this field. Then it goes into detail about
how there was a special on tv about female owners and then talked about how there
will/should be more pooourtinies for women in the NFL. I found this source helpful
because it gave me some more insight about teams and certain people in the league
and what their organization is doing with women in this league. One limitation to this
article is that it did not go into detail too much but it had enough to start with.

Vrentas, Jenny. “NFL's Female Owners Continue to Gain Power, Influence.” Sports
Illustrated, Sports Illustrated, 19 July 2018,
www.si.com/nfl/2018/07/19/nfl-female-owners-influence-martha-firestone-ford-kim
-pegula.

● This is much more about the owners rather than the front office but this is about the
women owners and what they are doing in the position that they are in. The women
owners do not hold as much power as say Jerry Jones are Authur Blank. One woman
owner (co-owner) who has a large say and has more power is the Buffalo Bill’s




